Market Commentary on the Q1’2022 Results Season:
Facing a Multiplier of Disruption and Economic Shocks
The common description of current investor sentiment is a relief about the easing of the Covid
pandemic – with the exception of recent lockdowns in China – with a muted outlook about
inflation, economic growth and the Russian invasion in Ukraine.i Others in the corporate suite,
however, described it more dramatically in terms of a “perfect storm”, given the combination of
shortages of semiconductors, lockdowns and inflation.ii Being almost half-way through the
Q1’2022 results season and having followed more than two dozen companies in various industries
in Europe, Asia and the US, what appears to be slowly setting in at investors’ mind is that both
Covid-related supply disruption and economic shocks caused by Russian military aggression in
Ukraine will prevail for some time .iii Having so far been mainly preoccupied with the implications
of higher inflation, professional fund managers now have to get to terms with recessionary
scenarios and even the risk of stagflation.iv
Given high expectations that the Q1’2022 reporting season may imply more of a positive surprise,
notably among high-growth technology companies,v the current investor debate has moved in a
couple of different directions: a) supply chain disruption, together with tight capacity for
semiconductors, has led to inefficiencies and even negative productivity;vi b) it has become
increasingly difficult to offset cost inflation with proactive price measures in a timely manner
due to the massive surge in energy costs as well as significantly higher freight costs;vii c) this
surging cost inflation has resulted in a situation where it is “more about defending not expanding
margins” (CEO of Nestle, Mark Schneider); and d) there is a growing interest among institutional
investors and analysts in changing customer behaviour and consumer sentiment, with repeated
enquiries about “demand destruction”.viii
Underneath the radar screen of the main discussion points on central bank policy tightening and
the repercussions of the war in Ukraine, there were other relevant developments which we will
feature briefly, notably cryptocurrencies, M&A into metaverse and shareholder activism, with all
three topics arguably gaining a new dynamic over the last four months. In the middle of the most
devastating war in Europe over the last 80 years and staggering Russia sanctions in recent weeks,
however, we also discuss the issue of corporate culture and reputational risk, as investors and the
wider public alike challenged corporate ethics in the wake of war crimes and atrocities against
the civilian population in Ukraine.ix Within the current ESG debate, the war in the Ukraine has not
only led to a broader reckoning that “it simply cannot be business as usual for Russia” anymore
(US Treasury secretary, Janet Yellen),x but also urges a rethink about the defence sector and its
role in providing safety and security.xi
In the Appendix, we add some relevant slides illustrating rate and currency sensitivity when
providing 2022 guidance, given the strength of the US dollar in recent weeks, as well as discussing
year-on-year comparables due to a different economic situation and demand curve in Q1’2021.
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CENTRAL BANK POLICY TIGHTENING
With US inflation at its highest level in 40 years, the US Federal Reserve has announced in March
its first rate increase since 2018, albeit triggering a renewed debate among economists and
investors whether the Fed should take a more forceful action to fight soaring inflation and restore
price stability, which the Fed Chair, Jay Powell, hinted at in late April.xii Given that the US yield
curve inversion repeatedly signalled recessionary expectations,xiii Fed authorities faced growing
investor concern that “front load” increases to the main policy rate could prevent a soft landing.
The situation is similar but even more pronounced in Europe, where the ECB has long resisted to
raise interest rates in 2022 until ending its sovereign asset purchase programme.xiv The Russian
war in Ukraine has not only led to an adverse shock to the European economy, but also to a
fundamental decoupling in monetary policy, with the US Fed pursuing normalisation while the ECB
keeps easing given the much bigger exposure of Europe to Russia’s military aggression.xv
While this is not the place to analyse central bank monetary policy in great detail, there are a
number of observations relevant for our discussion: a) the divergence in central bank policy
tightening between the US Fed and the ECB has led, among others, to a further strengthening of
the US dollar with implication for European companies’ investment plans and 2022 guidance
policy;xvi b) surging energy and food prices in Europe in the wake of the war in Ukraine have finally
convinced the ECB to take a more hawkish stance, indicating first rate rises in July though this still
being well behind the US;xvii c) Central and Eastern European countries face higher inflation and
currency volatility for some time, which has been further exacerbated after the Russian military
invasion. In this context, the contagion effect in the countries neighbouring Ukraine is noteworthy
but also the fact that real interest rates still remain in deep negative territory, essentially implying
further rate hikes in future months.xviii
RUSSIAN MILITARY INVASION IN UKRAINE
Despite all the sabre rattling and political blackmail from Russia before as well as US intelligence
information being declassified in the months preceding to the Russian invasion, it was still mind
boggling to what extent equity investors, notably savvy, well-connected investors in Russian
stocks,xix as well as European corporates and politicians were caught on the wrong foot.xx For
those who had followed Russia long enough, the “weaponisation of everything” – including
economic blackmail, cyberattacks, disinformation, espionage, crime and subversion – has become
a reality for some time,xxi while energy experts had in many ways forecasted the escalation of
energy dependency and economic conflict years before.xxii
Being now in the third month of military conflict in Ukraine, corporate Europe has come to
understand not only that Russia’s aggression at its doorsteps will go on for many years,xxiii whether
through conventional or more hybrid warfare, but also that this implies higher energy prices for
longer along with deeply entrenched inflation, limited growth and more risk-averse supply chains.
While getting to terms with this new reality, there were a couple of interesting enquiries from
investors and analysts we would like to highlight, though further clarity may only evolve over time:
a) the impact of the war in Ukraine on the insurance industry is not clear yet, though some
industry executives were quick in claiming that this would be comparable only to a “mid-sized
natcat event” (CEO of Swiss Re, Christian Mumenthaler, on 7 April);xxiv b) previous trends of higher
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inflation and lower growth have certainly been exacerbated through the Ukraine military invasion
though equity markets have largely recovered since the outbreak of the war;xxv c) we have not
seen Western economic sanctions to make a real impact yet and there are different reasons for
this and, at the same time, various suggestions to make them work;xxvi and d) as European
countries scramble to replace Russian oil and gas, there is also some legitimate fear that the war in
Ukraine might derail the green energy transition, not only with coal enjoying a comeback but
renewables not growing fast enough to make an impact.xxvii
CRYPTOCURRENCIES
The war in Ukraine has brought to the forefront another interesting debate on cryptocurrencies,
as US and European regulators were not only racing to prevent Russian companies and citizens to
use them to evade Western sanctions, but also the Ukrainian government accepted global
donations in bitcoin, ethereum and tether to support its army, which reportedly amounted to
$106mn by early March.xxviii This might symbolically reflect the “weaponisation of everything” but
it goes hand-in-hand with more structural changes in cryptocurrency markets as the adoption by
mainstream institutional investors has increased and the surrounding ecosystem deepened in
recent months. For some in the tech-savvy network, this appears to be a turning point – not only
for the fact that both Russia and Ukraine have been a hotbed of crypto activity and tech talent in
recent years but also due to numerous attempts to replace the dollar as the main reserve
currency, notably through the Chinese renminbi and its digital currency e-CNY.xxix
Given the fast growth of cryptocurrency markets, regulators and central bankers have become
increasingly worried about the “global financial stability”, notably the leverage and liquidity
mismatches, although legality and leakage are also a critical issue in the borderless nature of
crypto.xxx Against the backdrop of recent regulatory attempts, notably to ban energy-intensive
crypto mining and the proposed adoption of new accounting rules,xxxi there is no doubt that new
technologies spawned by the cryptocurrency revolution have hugely helped to make payments
cheaper and almost instantaneous as well as settlement of transactions feasible, removing
payment-related frictions in international trade, notably in emerging markets.xxxii
M&A INTO METAVERSE
While global dealmaking has reportedly fallen to its lowest level since the start of the coronavirus
pandemic,xxxiii the year 2022 started phenomenally in terms of M&A after Microsoft announced its
agreed $75bn acquisition of Activision Blizzard, making this not only the largest deal in Microsoft’s
history but potentially turning the company into one of the biggest creators of interactive
entertainment.xxxiv By bringing about 30 games studios under one roof, Microsoft extended its
vertical integration in gaming and strengthened its content creation to supplement its Xbox
console and PC games distribution, in stark contrast to other big technology firms which had so far
preferred to build their own platforms, networks and toolbooths.
With the global gaming industry having grown massively since the pandemic-related lockdowns,
this deal was largely seen as a big step towards the metaverse – the new virtual world that leading
tech companies believe will represent the next big iteration of the internet.xxxv With 3bn active
gamers world-wide,xxxvi the virtual world of games has become not only the biggest form of media
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but also a fiercely competitive battleground to develop venues where users appear as avatars to
socialise, work, shop or play. In the meantime, Facebook’s parent company, Meta, started to
prioritise its metaverse plans over the increasingly less profitable legacy business in the hope that
this will become the new main revenue generator through daily digital commerce.xxxvii Other
global retail companies, such as Forever21, Nike and Chipotle, were equally reported to have set
up virtual world stores as global retail keeps transforming through the metaverse experience into
more low overhead, high-margin e-commerce businesses.xxxviii
SHAREHOLDER ACTIVISM
Against the backdrop of soaring inflation, supply-side disruption and Russian military invasion in
Ukraine, Q1’2022 still marks the busiest quarter on record in terms of global activist campaigns,
with Europe alone representing a 50% year-on-year increase in terms of new campaigns.xxxix In the
wake of new climate change disclosure rules and companies’ pledges to net zero emission, ESG
scrutiny on public companies continues to mount,xl with a strong focus on higher post-pandemic
Board remuneration and the perceived lack of linking pay to ESG.xli At Q1’2022, however, Board
change was the highest objective at 40% of total campaigns, with 38 Board seats reportedly won
by activists over the period.xlii Lazard pointed to the fact that this coincides with the upcoming
proxy season but it is noteworthy that other objectives of activist campaigns, notably M&A,
strategy/operations, capital return/allocation and governance, were on a year-on-year decline.
There are a number of other more recent interesting developments in shareholder activism worth
mentioning: a) some of the most vocal activists such as Bill Ackman, Daniel Loeb and Nelson Peltz
appear to have adopted more moderate tactics, which Ackman coined in his recent annual report
as “positive, constructive engagements”;xliii b) at the same time, mainstream active investors
including sovereign wealth funds such as Temasek are turning more activist to distinguish their
performance from index-tracking passive funds;xliv and c) major European companies such as
Nestle or TotalEnergies were forced by the combined institutional and public pressure to stop, or
at least “gradually suspend”, their operations in Russia following the invasion in Ukraine.xlv
CORPORATE CULTURE AND REPUTATIONAL RISK
The latter theme nicely rounds up our more extensive Q1’2022 market commentary as the Russian
war in Ukraine tested corporate culture and raised reputational risk for some of the biggest names
in Europe and the US. As the military aggression continues, the more noticeable becomes the shift
in corporate language - from “geopolitical risk” and “Russia-Ukraine conflict” to open
condemnation of war crime and atrocities against the civilian population in Ukraine.xlvi In many
ways, companies have not only explained their business situation in Russia and the Ukraine but
also outlined what they have done for their Ukrainian workforce and refugees, and – notably US
companies – how much money they have raised from their employees to support the Ukraine.xlvii
While there is still much debate whether it was ethics or rather sanctions which have spurred the
corporate flight from Russia, particularly if seen in the context of continuing presence in other
authoritarian regimes such as China or Saudi Arabia,xlviii broader investor and more specific ESGfocused pressure is on for European and US companies to be aware about human rights abuses
and compliance with international law. With corporate Boards being forced to set a higher ethical
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benchmark and adopt more political (in addition to social) responsibility, they will be faced with
two major challenges going forward:xlix a) what would be their response if China were to invade
Taiwan, given the huge economic importance of the Chinese market to most European and US
companies; and b) how would be a post-war return to Russia look like, both for reputational and
practical reasons - even if it may still be years ahead?
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